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Every animal that comes through our doors has it's own story. Some have been abused, some are suffering
from diseases or disabilities and others are orphaned or very old so that they can't fight for themselves on
the streets. We are there for each one of these animals. We are there to give them a voice and to ensure
that they get the needed care.

For the animals on Koh Lipe this means receiving live saving medical
treatments, spay / neuter, food, shelter, long term care for those who are in need and the love they've
lacked for far too long. 

We are often faced with difficult situations, since running an animal rescue is extremely costly this is why
your support is crucial for the strays.

Your donations and your support make happy endings possible and ensure that we can continue our work for
Koh Lipe's strays. Because of you, we are able to be there for all the dogs and cats on the island who need
our help to survive.

In this newsletter you’ll find info about the mobile clinic that we held
in August, updates about our work and heartwarming stories of animals 
in our care.
 
Thank you for always remembering the strays on Koh Lipe and for 
your kindness and generosity.

 
Sincerly,

Désirée Hunziker

Co-Founder & CEO

Dear friends and animal lovers



SPECIAL THANKS

A huge thanks to our friend Karin from

Switzerland.

Karin is not only supporting our work for

many years with a monthly gift for the strays

and helped us in many other ways but she

also adopted Damine who was in our long

term care. 

Damine is now living the best life with Karin

and her family in Switzerland and enjoying

his senior days to the fullest.

HalfwayHouse 4 Paws doesn't receive any

government funding and therefor we

depend on your support to save lives.

Thank you so much, Karin for all your

support and your love for these animals!



We are so happy to share with you the good news of Momo's full recovery from TVT (transmissible venereal
tumor which mostly affects the genitals), ehrlichiosis canis and heartworm disease.

Momo was in a very bad condition when she was found by our volunteers in April this year. We immediately
brought her to our Animal Rescue Center and decided that she would have to go asap to a clinic on the
mainland because of the severe TVT disease that she was suffering from. 

Once she was at the clinic, she also got diagnosed with ehrlichiosis canis (tick born disease) and heartworm
disease.
Momo had to undergo treatment for e. canis and heartworm disease before receiving chemo therapy and
additional surgery to treat the TVT. 
Therefor she was staying for more than one month at our Rescue Center and was afterwards hospitalized for
five months.

HAPPY END FOR MOMO



Because of the additionally needed treatment for e. canis and heartworm disease the total costs for Momo's
hospitalization summed up to THB 34690.- (approx. EUR 950.-) which is more than double than we expected
at the beginning.
Unfortunately we were only able to cover a bit more than half of the costs for her treatments. So far we
raised EUR 496.- in donations for Momo and we are very grateful to those people who donated for Momo.
You truly helped to save Momo's life!

Even though Momo is now healthy it is still crucial that we can get the costs for her medical bills covered.
We didn't let Momo down and we don't ever want to let animals like her down since we believe that they
deserve to have a chance.

Strays like Momo wouldn't have a chance without your compassion and generousity.
Your gift towards her medical bills will enable us to ensure that other strays who are suffering from diseases
are getting the needed medical care. 

DONATE 

http://www.help4strays.org/donate
http://www.help4strays.org/donate


SPAY / NEUTER MOBILE CLINIC AUGUST 2020

Getting the strays spayed/neutered is one of the most

important steps to reduce the suffering of these animals. 

Not only does it decrease overpopulation, it also helps to

prevent them from contracting transmissible disease like

TVT's (Transmissible venereal tumors), lowers the risk of

other health issues and it reduces intraspecific

aggressive behavior. 

Our frequent spay/neuter mobile clinics on Koh Lipe have

contributed significantly to a decrese by at least 50% of

the stray population within the past 5 years.

During our mobile clinic in August we were able to

provide spay/neuter surgeries and vaccination for 67

cats and dogs.

The total costs for this clinic were THB 78'470.- (approx.

EUR 2120.-)

We would like to say huge thanks to all of you who have

donated for this mobile clinic.

Originally we had planned more than 100 surgeries but

our schedule was affected by the very limited timetable

of boats going to and from Koh Lipe during the Covid-19

pandemic since the vets are coming from the mainland

(no veterinaries on the Island).

We are now organizing one more mobile clinic for the

forth quarter of this year.
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Louise joined our team nearly five years

ago as a volunteer. Ever since she has

been by our side and we can't express

enough gratitude for all the work she did

and still is doing to support this project.

There were a lot of difficult and sometimes

heartbreaking situations that she was

confronted with caring for the strays but her

love for these animals always kept her going.

Louise, thank you from the bottom of our

hearts for all the time and energy that

you've dedicated to help saving lives. 

We are incredibly proud that you are in our

team and we love you dearly!

VOLUNTEERS SPOTLIGHT



Sprite needs you now! 

Please help us with a

donation towards her

medical treatment and

hospitalization to save

her life.

SPRITE - GOOD & BAD NEWS

DONATE 
HERE

We wrote already about Sprite in July's edition of VOICE OF PAWS and her making slow progress toward

recovery.  Finally after almost three months of intensive medical care at our Animal Rescue Center all the

lesions of the severe erythema multiforme had healed. 

Our team was absolutely delighted especially since her outlook for a a full recovery was at best guarded. 

Sadly her luck didn't last long. Just a few days after we noticed a rapidly growing tumor in her mouth.

It appears to be TVT but in order to get a reliable diagnosis and to select the most appropriate treatment

we had to send Sprite to a clinic on the mainland to have a biopsy taken. We are now waiting for the

results. 

Sprite is such a sweetheart and we won't give up on her as long as there is a chance to help her. 

http://www.help4strays.org/donate
http://www.help4strays.org/donate
http://www.help4strays.org/donate
https://db190a89-671e-4cf9-95be-91b043457b4a.filesusr.com/ugd/ccef68_03220cfa5ded48b486c4aad43a58893e.pdf?index=true


Betty and Bonnie and their pups Duke, Ella, Freddy, Hope, Jasper, Kayla, Leroy,
Luna, Nelson, Maya and Peanut are just one of many examples on how your support truly makes a
difference.
Both mothers were infected with ehrlichiosis canis and so were their puppies when we took them to our
rescue center three months ago.
Four of the originally twelve puppies developed severe neurological symptoms with brain swellings and
we were all heartbroken that one of them passed away. His name was Angel and he was the smallest
and weakest of all the puppies. We will never forget him and our love will always be with this little one.
Our team worked 24/7 to provide intensive medical care for his siblings and their mothers and we
can't express in words the feeling of happiness when all of them finally fully recovered.

The whole family got spayed/neutered and vaccinated during our mobile clinic in August and is now
living at a quiet area at Pattaya beach where they are lovingly cared for by our dear friends and
volunteers Paula and Samuel from Pura Vida Diving.

All of this wouldn't have been possible without people like you who donated to save Betty and Bonny
and their little ones. Thank you so much!

You can read more about their story in our June's and July's edition of VOICE OF PAWS.

UPDATE ON BETTY AND BONNIE AND THEIR

ELEVEN PUPS

https://db190a89-671e-4cf9-95be-91b043457b4a.filesusr.com/ugd/ccef68_afa1aa434e2d4940855e578178fc678f.pdf?index=true
https://db190a89-671e-4cf9-95be-91b043457b4a.filesusr.com/ugd/ccef68_03220cfa5ded48b486c4aad43a58893e.pdf?index=true


BECOME A HERO FOR ANIMALS LIKE DENG

This is Deng,  one of the very special dogs living at our Animal Rescue Center on Koh Lipe.  
He's a very sensitive fellow & suffers from Epilepsy, he needs supervision as he sometimes has seizures
which can throw him for a loop & leave him dazed & confused when he comes around. 
But with lots of love & attention & trips to the garden of The Sunflower Lipe Guesthouse he bounces
back & knows that he's loved so so much. 

If you would like to support animals like Deng & all the others in long-term care then please
visit: www.help4strays.org/sponsor-a-stray 

You can sponsor one of the resident dogs or cats or make a one time donation to their ongoing
care. Remember no amount is ever to small.

https://www.help4strays.org/sponsor-a-stray


DONATE HERE

http://www.help4strays.org/donate


In 2020 we are not only looking back at 5 years of an amazing journey with our project

help4strays, this month we also celebrate the one year anniversary of our Animal

Rescue Center on Koh Lipe. 

We invite you to celebrate with us and to join our online auction on 

September  19th 2020. 

All the proceeds will go straight to help the strays on Koh Lipe!

CELEBRATE WITH US AND JOIN OUR ONLINE

AUCTION IN SEPTEMBER 2020! 

“Rescue is not just a word, it's a promise.”

JOIN THE EVENT

www.help4strays.org

https://fb.me/e/5pmySXKO0
http://www.help4strays.org/

